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Abstract
In the covariant lattice formalism, chiral four-dimensional heterotic string vacua
are obtained from certain even self-dual lattices which completely decompose into a
left-mover and a right-mover lattice. The main purpose of this work is to classify
all right-mover lattices that can appear in such a chiral model, and to study the
corresponding left-mover lattices using the theory of lattice genera. In particular,
the Smith-Minkowski-Siegel mass formula is employed to calculate a lower bound on
the number of left-mover lattices. Also, the known relationship between asymmetric
orbifolds and covariant lattices is considered in the context of our classification.
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1 Introduction
String theory may eventually provide a consistent quantum-mechanical unification of
elementary particle physics with gravity. This prospect has spawned countless efforts
on string model building and already led to promising results. For example, orbifold
compactifications of the heterotic string [1] successfully reproduce many properties of the
standard model of particle physics, such as its gauge symmetry group and three chiral
generations of matter [2]. Recently, also asymmetric orbifolds [3] were considered for model
building [4, 5].
The covariant lattice formalism [6] provides another exact CFT construction of four-
dimensional heterotic string vacua ([7] for a review). In this formalism, all internal world-
sheet degrees of freedom are expressed in terms of free bosons with periodic boundary
conditions. These boundary conditions are encoded in a lattice Γ22,14 – the covariant lattice,
which must be even and self-dual due to modular invariance and obeys further constraints
from world-sheet supersymmetry. Additionally requiring a chiral four-dimensional spectrum
renders the number of possible vacua finite. Some covariant lattice models can also be
obtained from other constructions. For example, it is known that by bosonization certain
asymmetric ZN orbifolds are equivalent to a covariant lattice theory [8]. Also, there
are some overlaps with free fermionic constructions and Gepner models, as indicated
in [7]. As of today, only few models were constructed explicitly using the covariant
lattice formalism (see e.g. [9]), and a complete classification has only been achieved in ten
spacetime dimensions [10]. In eight dimensions, 444 chiral models were found to exist [11].
The phenomenologically interesting case of four dimensions was considered in [12], however
their treatment is too restrictive and does not cover all chiral models.
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A special feature of chiral four-dimensional covariant lattice models is that Γ22,14
contains a sublattice of the form (Γ22)L ⊕ (Γ14)R. The purpose of this paper is to provide
a (computer aided) classification of right-mover lattices (Γ14)R which solve the constraints
imposed by world-sheet superconformal invariance and chiralness. The result is that there
are in total 99 such lattices, and 19 of them lead to N = 1 spacetime supersymmetry. In
order to construct a complete model, one has to combine one of these lattices with an
appropriate left-mover lattice (Γ22)L. In fact, due to modular invariance, all lattices (Γ22)L
that can be combined with a chosen (Γ14)R constitute a genus, so the very well-developed
theory of lattice genera can be used to study them (an introduction on the subject can be
found e.g. in [13]). Most importantly, a genus G contains only finitely many lattices, and a
lower bound on their number |G| can be calculated by means of the Smith-Minkowski-Siegel
mass formula (refer to [14] for details). Furthermore, there are computational methods
which allow the explicit construction of all lattices in a genus. However, these are only
practicable when |G| is reasonably small. In this work, some of the relevant genera GL of
left-mover lattices are enumerated explicitly (one in particular corresponds to a certain
class of Z3 asymmetric orbifolds) and for some other genera, a lower bound on |GL| is
calculated. These lower bounds suggest that there are at least O(1010) four-dimensional
covariant lattice models realizing N = 1 spacetime supersymmetry. Finally, this work
indicates that all chiral covariant lattice models are related to certain Narain-compactified
N = 4 theories by shift-orbifolding. It is further shown that some models cannot be
obtained from twist-orbifold constructions similar to those in [8].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first review some relevant aspects
of the covariant lattice construction and then formulate the constraints implied from
requiring a chiral spectrum. Section 3 treats the classification of chiral covariant lattices
and discusses the relationship with certain orbifold constructions. Section 4 is devoted to
conclusions and shows possible implications of the results.
2 The Covariant Lattice Formalism
In this section we briefly introduce the covariant lattice (or bosonic supercurrent) formalism.
We also derive the constraints from world-sheet superconformal invariance and from the
requirement of a chiral four-dimensional spectrum. For a more detailed introduction,
please refer to the review [7].
2.1 Bosonic Realizations of Supersymmetry
As a consequence of anomaly cancellation, any four-dimensional heterotic string theory
requires an internal unitary CFT with central charges (cL, cR) = (22, 9). Here, we follow
the approach of the bosonic supercurrent formalism [6] and consider only internal CFTs
that are realized entirely in terms of free chiral bosons with periodic boundary conditions.
These boundary conditions are encoded in an even Lorentzian lattice Γint22,9 of signature
(22, 9). Moreover, it is convention to bosonize the four Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond fermions
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ψµ as well as the βγ-ghosts, and map them to a right-mover “spacetime” SO(10) root
lattice Dst5 via the bosonic string map [15]. Then, modular invariance is guaranteed if D
st
5
and Γint22,9 can be glued together to an even self-dual lattice Γ22,14, i.e.:
Γ22,14 ⊃ Γint22,9 ⊕Dst5 . (2.1)
The lattice Γ22,14 is called covariant lattice and is of signature (22, 14). Here and in the
rest of the paper, Λ denotes the lattice which is identical to Λ except that its inner product
is amended by an additional minus sign.
The covariant lattice obeys additional constraints due to supersymmetry: since the
internal right-mover cR = 9 CFT is supersymmetric, there has to exist a supercurrent G(z)
that obeys the N = 1 super-Virasoro algebra,
T (z)T (w) ∼ cR/2
(z − w)4 +
2T (w)
(z − w)2 +
∂T (w)
(z − w) (2.2)
T (z)G(w) ∼
3
2
G(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂G(w)
(z − w) (2.3)
G(z)G(w) ∼ 2cR/3
(z − w)3 +
2T (w)
(z − w) . (2.4)
In our case, the internal right-mover CFT is that of nine free chiral bosons X i(z), for
which the the energy-momentum tensor has the standard form
T (z) = −1
2
: ∂X(z) · ∂X(z) : . (2.5)
Obviously, we also need to express the supercurrent in terms of the X i(z). The OPE (2.3)
states that G(z) is a primary field of conformal weight 3/2. This condition is solved by
the following expression:
G(z) = :
∑
s2=3
A(s)eis·X(z)ε(s, pˆ) +
∑
r2=1
iB(r) · ∂X(z)eir·X(z)ε(r, pˆ) : . (2.6)
Here, one sums over two sets of vectors r and s of norm 1 and 3, respectively. Also, the
coefficients Bi(r) are subject to a transversality condition,
r ·B(r) = 0 . (2.7)
Moreover, in equation (2.6),
pˆi =
1
2pi
∮
dz ∂X i(z) (2.8)
denotes the “center-of-mass” momentum operator and ε(s, t) is a cocycle that has to be
introduced to ensure correct statistics for G(z). The constraints from the OPE (2.4) on
the coefficients A(s) and Bi(r) shall not be considered in full generality here. Instead,
we will discuss a special case in Subsection 2.2, where we additionally require a chiral
four-dimensional spectrum.
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Constraint Vectors
Due to an additional consistency condition, for each vector r and s that appears in (2.6)
with non-zero coefficient, the covariant lattice must contain all vectors of the form
(0; r, v) and (0; s, v) , (2.9)
called constraint vectors of the supercurrent [7]. In above notation, the first entry belongs to
the 22-dimensional left-mover subspace and the second one to the internal nine-dimensional
right-mover subspace. The third entry corresponds to the subspace spanned by Dst5 and v
denotes a weight in the vector conjugacy class of D5.
Since the covariant lattice is an even lattice and v2 is an odd integer, an immediate
consequence is that the vectors r and s span an odd integral lattice. In the following, we
denote this “supercurrent lattice” by Ξ, and sums in expressions such as (2.6) are to be
interpreted as sums over vectors in Ξ.
The Cocycle
We now need to discuss some properties of the 2-cocycle, ε : Ξ× Ξ 7→ C× (here, C× shall
denote the non-zero complex numbers). It is subject to the conditions
ε(s, t) ε(s+ t, u) = ε(s, t+ u) ε(t, u) (2.10)
ε(s, t) = (−1)s·t+s2t2 ε(t, s) , (2.11)
for all s, t, u ∈ Ξ. These conditions are preserved if the cocycle is multiplied by a
coboundary δη(s, t), i.e.
ε(s, t)′ = ε(s, t) η(s) η(t) η(s+ t)−1 (2.12)
is also a valid cocycle. Then, by choosing η appropriately, the cocycle can be gauged to
satisfy
ε(0, s) = 1 (2.13)
ε(s,−s) = 1 (2.14)
ε(s, t) = ε(t,−s− t) = ε(−s− t, s) (2.15)
ε(s, t)∗ = ε(−t,−s) = ε(s, t)−1 , (2.16)
for all s, t ∈ Ξ (cf. also [16]). These properties are assumed in the rest of the paper.
A particularly useful way to obtain an explicit realization is as follows. First, define
ε(bi, bj) for a basis {b1, . . . , b9} of Ξ in such a way that the conditions
ε(bi, bi) = 1 (2.17)
ε(bi, bj) ε(bj, bi) = 1 (2.18)
ε(bi, bj) = (−1)bi·bj+b2i b2j ε(bj, bi) (2.19)
are satisfied, and then consider the linear continuation to Ξ× Ξ. One can show that this
implies the other properties.
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Spacetime Supersymmetry
Finally, we want to give a note on spacetime supersymmetry, which is particularly straight-
forward to read off in covariant lattice models. Spacetime supersymmetry is attained if the
covariant lattice contains vectors that extend Dst5 to one of the exceptional root lattices
Est6 , E
st
7 , and E
st
8 . These correspond to the cases N = 1, N = 2 and N = 4, respectively.
TheN = 4 case deserves some extra mentioning. Then, Γ22,14 contains an Est8 -sublattice,
which is self-dual by itself. Hence, the covariant lattice can be written as an orthogonal
sum,
Γ22,14 = Γ22,6 ⊕ Est8 , (2.20)
where Γ22,6 is self-dual and known as Narain lattice. This scenario describes the most general
toroidal compactification including background fields [17]. More details on spacetime
supersymmetry in covariant lattice theories can be found in the review [7].
2.2 Covariant Lattices for Chiral Models
Now, we require that the four-dimensional effective theory has a chiral spectrum. Then,
it can be shown that chiralness is spoiled if the supercurrent lattice Ξ contains vectors r
of norm 1 [7]. In that case, Dst5 is enhanced to some D
st
5+k ⊃ Dst5 , which causes massless
fermion matter to appear in vector-like pairs. Hence, in the following we assume the
absence of norm 1 vectors and use the ansatz
G(z) = :
∑
s2=3
A(s)eis·X(z)ε(s, pˆ) : . (2.21)
Note that the absence of norm 1 vectors is only a necessary condition for chiralness and it
is nonetheless possible to obtain non-chiral models this way.
Until now, we did not consider equation (2.4). So, the next step is to calculate the GG-
OPE using the ansatz in equation (2.21) and compare it with the r.h.s. of equation (2.4).
Then, one obtains the following system of quadratic equations in the coefficients A(s):∑
s2=3
|A(s)|2sisj = 2δij (2.22)∑
s2=t2=3
s+t=u
A(s)A(t)ε(s, t) = 0 for all u2 = 4 (2.23)
∑
s2=t2=3
s+t=u
A(s)A(t)ε(s, t) (si − ti) = 0 for all u2 = 2 . (2.24)
Here, we also imposed a hermiticity condition,
G(z)† = (z∗)−3G(1/z∗) , (2.25)
implying A(s)∗ = A(−s). A generalized version of equations (2.22)–(2.24) which includes
also non-vanishing B(r) can be found in [11].
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Left-Right Decomposition of the Covariant Lattice
As an immediate consequence of equation (2.22), the supercurrent lattice Ξ must completely
span the nine-dimensional space it resides in. Then, the constraint vectors (0; s, v) generate
a negative-definite 14-dimensional sublattice Γ14 of Γ22,14. We also define (Γ22)L as the
22-dimensional lattice of vectors belonging to the orthogonal complement of Γ14 in Γ22,14,
and similarly (Γ14)R as the lattice of vectors in the orthogonal complement of (Γ22)L in
Γ22,14. Clearly, Γ14 ⊆ (Γ14)R, and we obtain the following decomposition:
Γ22,14 ⊃ (Γ22)L ⊕ (Γ14)R . (2.26)
This decomposition does not contain self-glue, i.e. all elements of Γ22,14 that belong to
the R-span of (Γ14)R also lie in (Γ14)R, and those belonging to the R-span of (Γ22)L also
lie in (Γ22)L. In the following, we always assume that decompositions such as in (2.26)
are self-glue free, and, that the lattice dimensions on the l.h.s. and on the r.h.s. of the
inclusion relation match.
Symmetries of the Supercurrent Equations
Equations (2.22)–(2.24) possess several symmetries (also cf. [7]). First, note that the
internal cR = 9 right-mover CFT always contains the Kac-Moody algebra spanned by
the currents ∂X i(z). To these currents corresponds the U(1)9 symmetry group which is
infinitesimally generated by the pˆi. Then, if G(z) as in (2.21) satisfies the super-Virasoro
algebra, so does the conjugate
U(ξ)G(z)U(ξ)† = :
∑
s2=3
A(s)eis·ξeis·X(z)ε(s, pˆ) : , (2.27)
where U(ξ) = eiξ·pˆ denotes an element of the symmetry group. One also verifies that if
A(s) solves (2.22)–(2.24), then so does A(s)eis·ξ.
Whenever there exist norm 2 vectors in Ξ, the U(1)9 symmetry is enlarged to a non-
Abelian group by additional Frenkel-Kac currents. Then, the norm 3 vectors correspond
to weights of a (in general reducible) representation of this non-Abelian group, and group
transformations can be used to set some of the A(s) to zero. In this case it may happen that
the A(s) become non-zero only on a sublattice Ξ′ ⊂ Ξ, which can then be considered more
fundamental than Ξ. Besides these continuous symmetries, there may also be additional
discrete symmetries (e.g. those induced by lattice automorphisms) that transform one
solution into another.
In any case, above symmetries only correspond to a change of basis, and as such
produce physically equivalent supercurrents. However, one can not rule out the possibility
that equations (2.22)–(2.24) allow for distinct solutions not related by a physical symmetry.
Then, one obtains inherently different string vacua. These vacua share the same spectrum,
but string amplitudes which necessitate picture changing may differ because the internal
supercurrent enters the picture changing operator.
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3 Classification of Chiral Covariant Lattice Models
As explained in the last section, a covariant lattice Γ22,14 corresponding to a chiral
four-dimensional model decomposes as in equation (2.26). This allows us to attack the
classification of these models as follows:
1. Enumerate all possible (Γ14)R that are consistent with the constraints from world-
sheet supersymmetry and permit a chiral four-dimensional spectrum.
2. For each (Γ14)R found, determine the set of lattices (Γ22)L that can appear alongside
(Γ14)R in the decomposition (2.26) while respecting modular invariance.
3. Consider all possibly inequivalent embeddings of the obtained (Γ22)L ⊕ (Γ14)R in an
even and self-dual lattice.
In the following, we carry out the first of the above steps. The second step will be discussed
in Subsection 3.2. The third step will not be considered in detail in this work.
3.1 Classification of Right-Mover Lattices
In Subsection 2.2 it was shown that a right-mover lattice (Γ14)R of a chiral covariant lattice
contains a sublattice Γ14 that is constructed from a nine-dimensional lattice Ξ using the
constraint vectors. Further, we argued that Ξ has the following properties:
1. Basic. Ξ is positive definite, integral, generated by its norm 3 vectors, and contains
no norm 1 vectors.
2. Supersymmetry. There exists a solution A(s) to equations (2.22)–(2.24) on Ξ.
We call a positive-definite lattice Ξ that obeys above two properties admissible. It is our
aim to classify all admissible lattices of dimension nine. Such a classifications in turn
serves as a classification of all possible lattices Γ14. Then, any right-mover lattice (Γ14)R
of a chiral covariant lattice Γ22,14 must contain one of these Γ14 as a sublattice.
An admissible lattice can further be reduced to certain fundamental building blocks.
First, note that an orthogonal sum of admissible lattices is again admissible. One also
verifies that the converse is true: if an orthogonal sum of several factors is admissible,
then so is each factor. Moreover, we do not need to care about an admissible lattice
which contains an admissible sublattice of the same dimension. These facts motivate the
definition of the following properties:
1. Primitivity. Ξ is not isomorphic to an orthogonal sum Ξ1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Ξk, k > 1.
2. Elementarity. Ξ is admissible and does not contain a strictly smaller admissible
sublattice Ξ′ ⊂ Ξ of the same dimension.
Then, any admissible lattice Ξ can be built from primitive elementary building blocks by
orthogonal composition and gluing. In the following we classify these building blocks.
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The Primitive Basic Lattices
The first step is to classify all lattices satisfying above basic and primitivity properties.
This is done by induction over n = dim(Ξ) up to n = 9.
At this point we need to discuss a rather important subtlety. First, recall that any lattice
Λ has a basis {b1, . . . , bn} with basis vectors bi ∈ Λ such that each x ∈ Λ is represented by
a unique integer linear combination of the bi. Then, n denotes the dimension of Λ. When
we say that a lattice Λ is spanned (or generated) by a finite set {a1, . . . , aN} of vectors
ai ∈ Λ, we mean that any x ∈ Λ can be written as a, not necessarily unique, integer
linear combination of the ai. Now, one might hope that, for any such generating set, it is
possible to choose a basis where all basis vectors bi belong to that generating set. While
this is certainly true for vectors spaces, it is not so for lattices (consider, for example,
the lattice Z and the generating set {2, 3}). A counterexample that comes close to our
situation has been found in [18]. The lattice constructed there is generated by its vectors
of minimal length, but does not possess a basis solely out of these minimal vectors. After
this discovery such lattices have received some interest [19]: they were shown not to exist
for n ≤ 9, while for n = 10 an example was found.
Although here we are only interested in the case n ≤ 9, our lattices are allowed to
contain vectors of norm 2, so the theorem of [19] is not applicable. Thus, among the
lattices that satisfy our basic properties there might exist “pathological” lattices which do
not possess a basis of norm 3 vectors. However, suppose Ξ′ be such a pathological case.
Then, there must exist a sublattice Ξ ⊂ Ξ′ that is not pathological. Hence, we can at the
moment restrict our classification to lattices which do have a basis of norm 3 vectors and
care about the pathological cases afterwards. Now, the idea is to enumerate these lattices
by constructing all possible Gram matrices, in a way similar to the “lamination” process
introduced in [20]. For a lattice with basis {b1, . . . , bn}, the Gram matrix is defined by
Gij = bi · bj . (3.1)
It determines the lattice up to O(n) rotations in the ambient space, but is not a basis
independent quantity. In our case we assume the existence of a basis of norm 3 vectors, so
we only need to consider Gram matrices where the diagonal elements are Gii = 3. Now,
suppose G′ be such a gram matrix of a (n+ 1)-dimensional lattice which satisfies our basic
properties. The lattice corresponding to the restricted Gram matrix G = (G′ij)i,j≤n then
must also fulfill these properties. Now, we can write G′ as
G′ =
(
G v
vT 3
)
, (3.2)
where v is a column vector. From positive definiteness it follows that det(G′) > 0. This
translates into the following condition:
vTG−1v < 3 . (3.3)
Since the vi are integers and G is positive definite, there are only finitely many possible v
satisfying equation (3.3).
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The naive algorithm then goes as follows. Suppose we have a set Bn that contains a
Gram matrix for each non-pathological lattice of dimension n with the basic properties.
Set Bn+1 = {}. Then, for each pair (G, v) with G ∈ Bn and v satisfying equation (3.3)
do the following:
1. Construct the matrix G′ as in (3.2). It is necessarily positive definite.
2. If the lattice corresponding to G′ contains norm 1 vectors, continue to the next pair
(G, v).
3. Otherwise, check whether Bn+1 already contains a Gram matrix that is equivalent
to G′ by a change of basis. If not, replace Bn+1 by Bn+1 ∪ {G′}.
After completion, Bn+1 contains a Gram matrix for each non-pathological lattice of
dimension n+1 satisfying our basic properties. The algorithm is initialized with B1, which
contains the only possible Gram matrix in one dimension, and then repeatedly applied
until we obtain B9. Since we start with only finitely many lattices, we only produce
finitely many new lattices in each step and hence Bn is finite for all n.
In this form, the algorithm also produces non-primitive lattices. However, it can be
shown that the non-primitive cases are excluded if we consider only non-vanishing v in
each step, and that we do not accidentally remove some primitive lattices this way. At
this point it should also be noted that, because this naive algorithm very slow for large n,
the actual implementation includes several optimizations.
Finally we have to check for the existence of pathological cases. This is done as
follows: for each lattice we found (including the non-primitive ones obtained by considering
orthogonal sums), one constructs all overlattices Ξ′ that are obtained by including additional
norm 3 vectors. If we encounter a primitive lattice that was not yet obtained, we must
add it to our results.
The actual computation showed that for n ≤ 9 no pathological case exists. Also, in
Table 1 the number of primitive basic lattices that were obtained for each dimension is
listed.
The Primitive Elementary Lattices
At this stage we possess a list of all lattices with the basic and primitivity properties.
The next step is to solve the conditions imposed by world-sheet supersymmetry. First,
it is practical to consider only equation (2.22), which is a system of linear equations in
the |A(s)|2. It turns out that in total only 59 lattices possess a solution, so the number
of candidate lattices is drastically reduced (cf. Table 1). For these candidates we then
consider, in a somewhat case by case manner, the full set of equations (2.22)–(2.24). This
is done using the following strategies:
• By means of the U(1)9 symmetry discussed in Subsection 2.2, we may fix the phases
of some A(s). Moreover, if U(1)9 is extended to some non-Abelian symmetry, we
10
dim(Ξ) PB PB + (2.22) PBS PE
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 0 0 0
3 7 1 1 1
4 28 0 0 0
5 136 1 1 1
6 911 6 6 3
7 8665 2 2 2
8 131316 8 7 4
9 3345309 40 36 14
Total 3486375 59 54 26
Table 1: The number of lattices with the respective properties: basic (B), supersymmetry
(S), primitivity (P), elementarity (E).
may use this symmetry to set some A(s) to zero. This procedure radically reduces
the complexity of the problem in most cases.
• Sometimes, systems of polynomial equations are easier to solve if one first computes
a Gro¨bner basis of the corresponding ideal. Especially, if the computed Gro¨bner
basis is trivial then the system has no solutions.
With these methods it was possible to rule out the existence of a solution for 5 out of the
59 candidate lattices. For further 26 candidates an explicit solution was found, albeit with
some trial and error. Then, it was proven that these lattices are elementary and that all
remaining candidates can be reproduced by gluing together orthogonal sums thereof.
Thus, for dim(Ξ) ≤ 9, there exist 54 primitive admissible lattices of which 26 are
primitive elementary. By orthogonally combining them one obtains in dim(Ξ) = 9 a total
of 63 admissible lattices, and 32 of them are elementary. A summary of these results is
shown in Table 1.
In the rest of the paper we identify a primitive elementary lattice by its dimension,
and, in the cases 6 ≤ dim(Ξ) ≤ 9, also by an additional uppercase Latin subscript which
is assigned in alphabetical order. Moreover, we use a shorthand notation where e.g. 3161A
denotes the orthogonal sum of the primitive elementary lattices 3 and 6A. Gram matrices
for the 26 primitive elementary lattices are provided in Table 4, together with some further
information.
The Lattice Inclusion Graph
For each of the 32 elementary supercurrent lattices that we classified one now constructs a
right-mover lattice (Γ14)R from the constraint vectors (0; s, v). These right-mover lattices
are listed in Table 5. They are minimal, in the sense that there is no solution to the
11
Dst5 E
st
6 E
st
7 E
st
8 D
st
5+k Total
G1 19 6 6 3 36 70
G2 35 9 9 4 115 172
G3 1 1 0 1 1 4
G4 8 2 3 2 45 60
G5 10 1 3 2 41 57
G6 2 0 0 1 5 8
G7 1 0 0 1 6 8
G8 1 0 0 1 10 12
G9 3 0 1 1 18 23
Total G 80 19 22 16 277 414
Table 2: Statistics of the lattice inclusion graph G in total, and also separately for each
connected component Gi. Denoted are the total number of lattices, as well as the number
of lattices with certain spacetime sublattice (k > 0).
supersymmetry constraints (2.22)–(2.24) for any strictly smaller sublattice. However, any
even overlattice
(Γ14)
′
R ⊇ (Γ14)R (3.4)
clearly inherits the solution A(s) from (Γ14)R (it may violate the chiralness constraint from
Subsection 2.2, though), and only finitely many such overlattices can exist. The explicit
construction of all these overlattices produced a total of 414 right-mover lattices.
From these lattices it is possible to construct a directed graph G in which each lattice
is represented by a node, and two lattices A and B are connected by an arrow, A −→ B,
if A ⊃ B and the index |A/B| is prime. It turns out that the graph splits into nine
disjoint connected components G1 to G9. Consequently, for most right-mover lattices,
more than one of the 32 elementary supercurrents can be chosen, and, as pointed out in
Subsection 2.2, it is possible that these choices are related by a symmetry transformation.
In Figures 1–3 we display the connected components G1 to G5 and G9, but only the
subgraphs thereof consisting of nodes with spacetime supersymmetry. Also, Table 2 lists
the number of lattices in each connected component, separately for the different levels
of spacetime supersymmetry. It turns out that among all 414 lattices, only 99 comply
with the chiralness condition introduced in Subsection 2.2, and merely 19 lead to N = 1
spacetime supersymmetry. These 19 lattices and some of their properties are listed in
Table 7.
It is now worth to discuss the following special nodes:
1. A bottom node is a node B for which there do not exist other nodes B′ ⊂ B.
2. A top node is a node T for which there do not exist other nodes T ′ ⊃ T .
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The bottom nodes in our graph are clearly those representing the 32 lattices (Γ14)R
constructed from the elementary supercurrent lattices Ξ. The top nodes of our graph
are listed in Table 6. Remarkably, each connected component contains, among others, a
top node representing a N = 4 theory. These theories are Narain-compactifications of
the ten-dimensional theory where (Γ14)R is of the form (Γ6)R ⊕ Est8 and (Γ6)R is the root
lattice of a rank 6 semi-simple Lie algebra of ADE type.
3.2 Classification of Left-Mover Lattices
In the last subsection we classified the possible right-mover lattices (Γ14)R that can appear
in a chiral four-dimensional covariant lattice model. We will now discuss the corresponding
left-mover lattices.
Discriminant Forms
It is first necessary to introduce the concept of discriminant forms [21]. Let Λ be a lattice
with Gram matrix G, and let det(Λ) = |det(G)| denote its determinant. Then, for any
sublattice Λ′ ⊆ Λ one has |Λ/Λ′|2 = det(Λ′)/ det(Λ). Let further Λ∗ denote the dual
lattice, which is defined to be the lattice of all vectors in the R-span of Λ that have integral
inner product with all vectors of Λ. Clearly, if Λ is integral then Λ ⊆ Λ∗, so we can
define the quotient group Λ∗/Λ. This quotient is a product of (finite) cyclic groups whose
orders are given by the elementary divisors of Λ. These are in turn defined to be the
elementary divisors obtained from the Smith normal form of G. One further sees that
|Λ∗/Λ| = det(Λ).
Let us now assume that Λ is an even lattice. Then, we can introduce a quadratic form
QΛ : Λ
∗/Λ 7→ Q/2Z, given by
QΛ(v + Λ) = v
2 , (3.5)
for v ∈ Λ∗. This is indeed well defined because (v + x)2 − v2 ∈ 2Z for all x ∈ Λ. The
quotient Λ∗/Λ together with the quadratic form QΛ is called discriminant form disc(Λ) of
Λ. In particular, for a self-dual lattice Λ = Λ∗, and hence disc(Λ) is trivial. Moreover, we
define an isomorphism between discriminant forms, φ : disc(Λ1) 7→ disc(Λ2), to be a group
isomorphism that also preserves the quadratic form, i.e. QΛ2 ◦ φ = QΛ1 .
Now, there is a well known theorem [13]: for any self-glue free decomposition of the
form Λ ⊃ Λ1 ⊕ Λ2 with Λ even and self-dual, one obtains an isomorphy
disc(Λ1) ∼= disc(Λ2). (3.6)
Here, dim(Λ) = dim(Λ1)+dim(Λ2) is assumed. Let us now prove this isomorphy by simple
means. First, one realizes that each coset in Λ/(Λ1⊕Λ2) can be uniquely represented by a
pair (ξ1, ξ2) of cosets ξ1 ∈ Λ∗1/Λ1 and ξ2 ∈ Λ∗2/Λ2. Since we are considering a self-glue free
decomposition, each coset in Λ∗1/Λ1 and Λ
∗
2/Λ2 can appear at most once in such a pair
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(assuming otherwise immediately produces a contradiction). This gives us the following
inequalities: ∣∣∣∣ ΛΛ1 ⊕ Λ2
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣Λ∗iΛi
∣∣∣∣ , i ∈ {1, 2} . (3.7)
Also, since Λ is self-dual, each ξ1 ∈ Λ∗1/Λ1 and ξ2 ∈ Λ∗2/Λ2 must appear at least once in a
pair (ξ1, ξ2). This can be seen by deriving∣∣∣∣ ΛΛ1 ⊕ Λ2
∣∣∣∣2 = det(Λ1 ⊕ Λ2)det(Λ) =
∣∣∣∣Λ∗1Λ1
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣Λ∗2Λ2
∣∣∣∣ , (3.8)
using det(Λ) = 1. Hence, in (3.7) equalities must hold and the set of pairs (ξ1, ξ2) defines
a bijective map φ : Λ∗1/Λ1 7→ Λ∗2/Λ2 which preserves the group structure. Thus, we have
established the following group isomorphies:
Λ
Λ1 ⊕ Λ2
∼= Λ
∗
1
Λ1
∼= Λ
∗
2
Λ2
(3.9)
Furthermore, from the fact that Λ is even it follows that QΛ1(ξ1)−QΛ2(φ(ξ1)) = 0, which
proves the theorem. Here, the minus sign originates from the fact that Λ2 appears with
negated inner product in the decomposition of Λ.
It is also possible to show the following “converse” statement: given two even lattices
Λ1, Λ2 and an isomorphism φ : disc(Λ1) 7→ disc(Λ2), one can construct a lattice
Λ =
⋃
ξ∈disc(Λ1)
ξ × φ(ξ) , (3.10)
which is self-dual and decomposes as Λ ⊃ Λ1 ⊕Λ2. Here, the cartesian product ξ × φ(ξ) is
to be interpreted as an element of (Λ1 ⊕ Λ2)∗/(Λ1 ⊕ Λ2).
Lattice Genera and the Mass Formula
Now, we want to introduce the concept of lattice genera. Let Λ1 and Λ2 denote two
integral lattices with Gram matrices G1 and G2. Then one defines an equivalence relation
“≡” as follows: we say that Λ1 ≡ Λ2 if for every prime number p there exists an invertible
p-adic integral matrix Up such that
UpG1U
T
p = G2 , (3.11)
and if further Λ1 and Λ2 have the same signature. The corresponding equivalence classes
are called genera. An alternative characterization of the genus is due to Nikulin [21]:
two even lattices Λ1 and Λ2 lie in the same genus G if and only if they have identical
signature and their discriminant forms are isomorphic (the isomorphy already implies
p1−q1 = p2−q2 = 0 mod 8 for the respective signatures (p1, q1) and (p2, q2)). In particular,
two lattices in the same genus have identical elementary divisors.
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There is a classic result that states that a genus G contains only finitely many lattices,
and the predominant method for the enumeration of all lattices in a genus is known as
Kneser’s neighborhood method [22]. This method is related to the “shift vector method”
in Appendix A.4 of [7], which is in turn related to certain shift-orbifold constructions.
Also, in some cases the “replacement” lattice engineering method (cf. Appendix A.4 of [7])
turns out to be useful.
Another relevant tool in the study of lattice genera is the Smith-Minkowski-Siegel mass
formula [14, 23]. The mass of a genus is defined as
m(G) =
∑
Λ∈G
1
|Aut(Λ)| . (3.12)
Here, Aut(Λ) denotes the automorphism group (point group) of Λ (definiteness of the
lattices is assumed). Note, that the definition of the mass depends on all lattices in G. The
mass formula then provides another way of computing the mass which only requires explicit
knowledge of a single Λ ∈ G. This computation is rather complicated (the technicalities
are found in [14]) and we will not go into the details here.
An important application of the mass formula is the computation of a lower bound on
|G|: from |Aut(Λ)| ≥ 2 one obtains
|G| ≥ 2m(G) . (3.13)
However, this bound is rather crude in many cases. The mass formula also allows to verify
whether an explicit enumeration of lattices in a genus is exhaustive.
The Genera of Left-Mover Lattices
Let us now study the left-mover lattices using the framework of lattice genera and
discriminant forms.
First, using the theorem proved earlier, we conclude from the self-duality of Γ22,14
that the lattices (Γ22)L and (Γ14)R appearing in the decomposition (2.26) must have
isomorphic discriminant forms. Hence, by the theorem of Nikulin [21], the right-mover
lattice completely determines the genus GL of (Γ22)L. Moreover, (Γ22)L can be replaced by
any other lattice from GL without destroying self-duality, so set of possible left-mover lattices
that can be paired with some specific (Γ14)R is given precisely by the corresponding genus
GL. Not surprisingly, it is also possible to exchange (Γ14)R with a different lattice from the
same genus, provided that it also obeys the constraints from world-sheet supersymmetry.
For some of the right-mover lattices belonging to the lattice inclusion graph G that we
constructed in Subsection 3.1, a computational analysis of the corresponding genera GL
was performed. First, we consider the left-mover lattices corresponding to the top nodes.
Their special importance is that they may serve as a starting point for the enumeration of
all the other relevant genera. Remarkably it turns out that, separately for each connected
component of G , the respective top nodes belong to the same genus. Then, by means of
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the “replacement” method described in Appendix A.4 of [7], it was possible to completely
classify these genera (in some cases, for practicability reasons a generalized method which
involves also odd lattices was used). In Table 6, the respective |GL| are listed. The genus
GL corresponding to the top nodes of G1 was, using the same method, already classified
in [4].
For the bottom nodes of G , a lower bound on the respective |GL| was calculated using
the Smith-Minkowski-Siegel mass formula. In order to apply this formula, we need a
representative of each GL. Such a representative is given e.g. by (Γ14)R ⊕ E8. The results
are displayed in Table 5. One recognizes that from the bottom nodes alone one obtains
a total of at least O(1023) models. Of course, these models are not guaranteed to be
chiral. They are also not supersymmetric, so supposedly many of them contain tachyons.
However, in any case these high numbers rule out an explicit enumeration and evaluation
of all these models.
Finally, let us consider the 19 right-mover lattices in Table 7 that lead to N = 1
supersymmetry. First, for the lattice A42E
st
6 (3
3) which is contained in G1 (cf. Figure 1),
a complete classification of the corresponding genus GL was performed by considering
certain kinds of shift-orbifolds (see also Subsection 3.3). It was found that |GL| = 2030, so
one can construct 2030 models from this right-mover lattice (in this case, there is only
one inequivalent embedding of the form (2.26)). Interestingly, the right-mover lattices
A42E
st
6 (3
3) and A32E
st
8 (3
3) belong to the same genus. Hence, the 2030 left-mover lattices
we classified also appear in Narain-compactified N = 4 models. For the other lattices in
Table 7, only a lower bound on the respective |GL| was calculated using the mass formula
(in the case of the lattice with elementary divisors 26 the resulting lower bound was less
than one and therefore meaningless).
The bottom line is that, even in the N = 1 case, we expect at least O(1010) models.
However one must keep in mind the crudeness of the lower bound. Out of curiosity, we
can quantify this crudeness in the case of the right-mover lattice A42E
st
6 (3
3) where we
enumerated GL exactly: there, the lower bound calculated using the mass formula is of
O(10−3), thus the deviation is of O(106).
3.3 Relation to Asymmetric Orbifolds
In [8], an equivalence between certain asymmetric orbifolds and covariant lattice models
was found. Here, we want to discuss this equivalence in the light of our results.
The Asymmetric Orbifold Construction
Let us briefly introduce the ZN asymmetric orbifold construction from [8]. There, one starts
with a Narain-compactified N = 4 theory and twists the six compactified right-moving
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bosons X i and fermions ψi as
X i 7→ θijXj (3.14)
ψi 7→ θijψj , (3.15)
where θ is assumed to be non-degenerate, i.e. det(1− θ) 6= 0. This twisting preserves the
world-sheet supercurrent,
G(z) = iψ(z) · ∂X(z) . (3.16)
The left-movers may also be subject to a shift action with shift vector vL. By bosonizing
the ψi, one sees that the original N = 4 theory is equivalent to a covariant lattice Γ22,14
which contains an Est8 sublattice. In this bosonized description, the twist action on the
fermions ψi is replaced by a shift action with shift vector vψ. The main result of of [8] is
that, under certain circumstances, the twist action on the X i can, by a change of basis,
also be turned into a shift action with some shift vector vX . This change of basis is only
possible if the Narain lattice decomposes as
Γ22,6 ⊃ (Γ22)L ⊕ (Γ6)R , (3.17)
and if (Γ6)R is the root lattice of a rank 6 semi-simple Lie algebra of ADE type. Furthermore,
the twist must be an element of the Weyl-group of this Lie algebra. Then, Γ22,14 decomposes
as in equation (2.26) with
(Γ14)R = (Γ6)R ⊕ Est8 , (3.18)
and, in the new basis, the supercurrent takes the form of equation (2.21). Hence, it is
possible to identify (Γ14)R in our lattice inclusion graph G . In [8], all choices of θ along
with the corresponding shift vectors vX and vψ were classified for each (Γ6)R.
Let us now discuss the orbifold theory that is obtained from the complete shift action.
In the notation introduced in Subsection 2.1, the shift vector can be compactly written as
v = (vL; vR, 0), where vR is composed of vX and vψ. Also, if the twist-orbifolding defines a
modular invariant theory, one can always choose v such that v2 ∈ 2Z (cf. Appendix A.4
of [7]). Let in the following N denote the smallest natural number such that Nv ∈ Γ22,14
(because we were assuming a nontrivial twist θ, one can show that N > 1).
The untwisted sector of the orbifold theory is then represented by the sublattice Γu22,14
of vectors x ∈ Γ22,14 with vanishing orbifold phase, i.e. x · v ∈ Z. This lattice always has a
(self-glue free) decomposition
Γu22,14 ⊃ (Γu22)L ⊕ (Γu14)R . (3.19)
Note that because the original twisting preserves the world-sheet supercurrent, the super-
current of the form (2.21) obtained on (Γ14)R can also be used on (Γ
u
14)R. Thus, (Γ
u
14)R
must be an element of G . Moreover, |Γ22,14/Γu22,14| = N , so Γu22,14 is not self-dual. However,
the inclusion of the twisted sectors provides additional glue vectors of the form
nv + Γu22,14 , n ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1} . (3.20)
These cosets complete Γu22,14 to an even self-dual lattice Γ
′
22,14 ⊃ Γu22,14. Then, in particular
(Γ′14)R ⊇ (Γu14)R, where the equality is achieved for appropriate choices of vL. Note that
the twisted sectors may also increase the amount of spacetime supersymmetry.
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The Right-Mover Lattices of Twist-Orbifolds
Now, it is interesting to investigate what lattices (Γu14)R actually arise due to this mechanism.
Let us restrict to those (Γ6)R and twists θ that were found in [8] to lead to N = 1 spacetime
supersymmetry (cf. the summary in Table 3). Then, the obtained right-mover lattices
(Γu14)R must be among those 19 right-mover lattices in Table 7. An explicit calculation
verified that this in fact happens. Also, in Table 7 it is denoted which type of orbifold
corresponds to which right-mover lattice. Interestingly, in several cases it happens that
different types of twist-orbifold lead to the same right-mover lattice. One such case is given
by the ZI6 and Z
II
6 orbifolds constructed from (Γ6)R = E6, as both lead to the A
4
1E
st
6 (3
162)
right-mover lattice shown in Figure 1. This could (but not necessarily must) mean that
some models can be obtained from either twist-orbifold construction.
Let us finally treat the question whether all elementary supercurrents can be obtained
from the construction of [8] (or a possible generalization thereof that also includes e.g. the
ZN ×ZM case). In [8], a simple condition is provided that allows to check whether a given
admissible Ξ can be obtained from a twist-orbifold construction: there must exist three
orthonormal vectors eI in Ξ∗, i.e. eI · eJ = δIJ , so that for each norm 3 vector t ∈ Ξ there
is exactly one eI such that t · eI = ±1.
We explicitly checked this condition for all 32 elementary lattices Ξ that resulted from
our classification. It turned out that, except for cases 1271A, 1
181A and 9
1
A, it was possible
to satisfy the condition. Moreover, for these exceptional cases the corresponding (Γ14)R
are not contained in a lattice of the form (Γ6)R ⊕Est8 (note, that this would be required if
above condition were true). Hence, it is impossible for them to appear in a N = 1 model.
A Class of Z3 Asymmetric Orbifold Models
In order to construct a complete asymmetric orbifold model, one must also provide a
left-mover lattice (Γ22)L and a shift vector vL as input. Then, one can calculate the lattices
(Γ′22)L and (Γ
′
14)R, as well as their embedding into Γ
′
22,14. In fact one can show that, by
considering all lattices in (Γ22)L ∈ GL and all modular invariant shift vectors, it is possible
to completely classify the genera G ′L of lattices (Γ′22)L.
This was done explicitly in the particular case of the Z3-orbifold with (Γ6)R = E6,
where we also require that vL is of order 3. In that case, GL consists of 31 lattices and a
modular invariant shift vector satisfies
3vL ∈ (Γ22)L (3.21)
vL /∈ (Γ22)∗L (3.22)
3v2L ∈ 2Z . (3.23)
One also sees that this implies (Γ′22)L = (Γ
u
22)L and (Γ
′
14)R = (Γ
u
14)R. Furthermore, two
modular invariant shift vectors vL and v
′
L produce identical (Γ
′
22)L if
v′L − θvL ∈ (Γ22)∗L (3.24)
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Component (Γ6)R Type Carter Diagram vψ vX
G1
E6
Z3 A
3
2 (1, 1,−2)/3 (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1)/3
ZI6 E6(a2) (1, 1,−2)/6 (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0)/6
ZII6 A1A5 (1, 2,−3)/6 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3)/6
ZI12 E6 (1, 4,−5)/12 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)/12
A1A5 Z
II
6 A1A5 (1, 2,−3)/6 (3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)/6
A32 Z3 A
3
2 (1, 1,−2)/3 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)/3
G2
D6
Z4 A
2
1D4(a1) or A
2
3 (1, 1,−2)/4 (2, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1)/4
ZI8 D6(a1) (1, 2,−3)/8 (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1)/8
A23 Z4 A
2
3 (1, 1,−2)/4 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)/4
A21D4 Z4 A
2
1D4(a1) (1, 1,−2)/4 (2, 2, 1, 0, 1, 1)/4
G3 A6 Z7 A6 (1, 2,−3)/7 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)/7
G4 A1D5 ZII8 A1D5 (1, 3,−4)/8 (4, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)/8
G5 A2D4 ZII6 A2D4 (1, 2,−3)/6 (2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1)/6
Table 3: All different types of twist-orbifolds that were found in [8] to lead to N = 1
covariant lattice theories. For the vX , the notation of [8] is adopted.
for some automorphism θ of (Γ22)L. This fact can be used to reduce the number of shift
vectors one has to check for each left-mover lattice in GL to a finite and tractable number.
Then, by carrying out the shift-orbifolding procedure in each case, a total of 2030
inequivalent lattices (Γ′22)L were obtained and it was verified that they constitute the left-
mover genus G ′L corresponding to (Γ′14)R. The phenomenology of two of these asymmetric
orbifold models, and also of another Z3 model from (Γ6)R = A
3
2, was already studied in
detail in [5].
4 Conclusions and Outlook
In this work, chiral four-dimensional covariant lattice models were revisited and a classifi-
cation of all possible right-mover lattices was performed. The result is that there are in
total 99 right-mover lattices which may lead to chiral models, and only 19 of them lead
to N = 1 spacetime supersymmetry. Also, it was found that once a right-mover lattice
is fixed, modular invariance requires that the set of possible left-mover lattices forms a
genus. Then, some of the relevant genera were either enumerated completely, or a lower
bound on their order was given using the Smith-Minkowski-Siegel mass formula. Finally,
we studied how the equivalence between certain covariant lattice and twist-orbifold models
fits into our picture, and found that there exist some covariant lattices which cannot be
obtained as a twist-orbifold theory.
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Especially the 19 right-mover lattices that lead to N = 1 spacetime supersymmetry
might be interesting for model building. Some models based on these lattices were already
considered explicitly as an asymmetric orbifold, but there are still at least O(1010) models
lying around to be studied. As in the case of the genus corresponding to E6/Z3 orbifold
models that we enumerated completely, some smaller genera (e.g. the D6/Z4 case) may
be studied exactly. However, a complete evaluation of the larger genera does not seem
to be practicable, both from the viewpoints of computation time and required memory.
Nevertheless, one might resort to other methods. For example, a randomized search that
just produces a large number of models is perfectly viable, as long as one does not mind
obtaining duplicate models. Another approach would be to impose more phenomenological
constraints, e.g. one could require that the left-mover lattice contains an A1A2 factor
corresponding to SU(2)L × SU(3)C . Then, it might be possible to circumvent the lower
bounds that we calculated.
There is another remark on the supercurrent lattices Ξ that we found. Here, we used a
rather brute force approach to classify them. However, it would be interesting to have a
more fundamental and geometrical understanding of these lattices, maybe in a way similar
to how we understand root systems in terms of simple roots. One could also ask which of
the admissible lattices Ξ allow for an additional world-sheet supercurrent that completes
the N = 2 super-Virasoro algebra. Clearly, such a supercurrent must be allowed for the
admissible lattices obtained by extracting the norm 3 vectors s from the constraint vectors
(0; s, v) of a right-mover lattice with N = 1 spacetime supersymmetry. An example for
this would be the 9N supercurrent lattice that appears in the A6/Z7 orbifold. Also, the
one-dimensional supercurrent lattice allows for an additional world-sheet supersymmetry
because it corresponds to a N = 2 minimal model.
Furthermore, the lattice theories discussed here only cover CFTs with Kac-Moody
algebras of level one, so a generalization that covers also higher levels would be desirable
(note that a generalization of the theory of lattice genera to general CFTs was attempted
in [24]). Nevertheless, our results may be useful in the construction of some sort of hybrid
models. For example, one could combine our primitive elementary lattices with N = 2
minimal models to fill up the required central charge cR = 9.
Note on the Computational Methods
Most of the computations for this work were performed using the computer algebra system
GAP [25]. The calculation of lattice automorphism groups and isomorphisms between
lattices was a crucial part for which a modified version of the algorithm described in [26]
was implemented. The computation of the Smith-Minkowski-Siegel mass formula relied on
the built-in method conway_mass() of the computer algebra system SAGE [27]. Gro¨bner
bases were calculated using Singular [28] and the GAP package “singular”.
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Ξ Gram Matrix Divisors ∆2 n3
1
(
3
)
31 - 2
3
 3 −1 −1−1 3 −1
−1 −1 3
 42 - 8
5

3 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 1
−1 −1 3 1 −1
−1 −1 1 3 −1
−1 1 −1 −1 3
 2361 - 20
6A

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 1
−1 −1 3 1 1 −1
−1 −1 1 3 1 −1
−1 −1 1 1 3 −1
−1 1 −1 −1 −1 3
 2441 - 32
6B

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 1 1
−1 −1 3 1 −1 1
−1 −1 1 3 0 0
−1 1 −1 0 3 0
−1 1 1 0 0 3
 2182 - 20
6C

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
−1 3 −1 0 0 −1
−1 −1 3 0 1 0
−1 0 0 3 −1 −1
−1 0 1 −1 3 0
0 −1 0 −1 0 3
 53 - 20
7A

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 −1 1
−1 −1 3 1 1 1 −1
−1 −1 1 3 1 1 −1
−1 −1 1 1 3 1 −1
−1 −1 1 1 1 3 −1
−1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 3

26 - 56
7B

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 1 1
−1 −1 3 1 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 3 1 −1 0
−1 −1 1 1 3 0 −1
−1 1 −1 −1 0 3 1
−1 1 −1 0 −1 1 3

122 - 32
8A

3 −2 −2 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−2 3 1 0 0 0 0 1
−2 1 3 0 0 0 0 1
−1 0 0 3 1 1 1 −1
−1 0 0 1 3 1 1 −1
−1 0 0 1 1 3 1 −1
−1 0 0 1 1 1 3 −1
−1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 3

2441 A21 80
Table 4: Gram matrices for the primitive elementary lattices Ξ. Also shown are the
elementary divisors, the root system ∆2 of norm 2 vectors and the number n3 of norm 3
vectors.
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Ξ Gram Matrix Divisors ∆2 n3
8B

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1
−1 −1 3 1 1 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 3 1 1 −1 0
−1 −1 1 1 3 1 −1 0
−1 −1 1 1 1 3 0 −1
−1 1 −1 −1 −1 0 3 1
−1 1 −1 0 0 −1 1 3

42121 - 44
8C

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 1 1 1
−1 −1 3 1 1 −1 −1 1
−1 −1 1 3 1 −1 0 0
−1 −1 1 1 3 0 0 0
−1 1 −1 −1 0 3 1 0
−1 1 −1 0 0 1 3 0
−1 1 1 0 0 0 0 3

2181241 - 32
8D

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
−1 3 −1 0 0 0 0 −1
−1 −1 3 0 0 1 1 0
−1 0 0 3 1 −1 0 −1
−1 0 0 1 3 0 −1 0
−1 0 1 −1 0 3 1 1
−1 0 1 0 −1 1 3 −1
0 −1 0 −1 0 1 −1 3

3262 - 32
9A

3 −2 −2 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
−2 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 1
−1 0 0 3 1 1 1 1 −1
−1 0 0 1 3 1 1 1 −1
−1 0 0 1 1 3 1 1 −1
−1 0 0 1 1 1 3 1 −1
−1 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 0
−1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 3

2481 A21 88
9B

3 −2 −2 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−2 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
−2 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 1
−1 0 0 3 1 1 1 −1 −1
−1 0 0 1 3 1 1 −1 0
−1 0 0 1 1 3 1 −1 0
−1 0 0 1 1 1 3 −1 0
−1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 3 1
−1 1 1 −1 0 0 0 1 3

224181 A21 84
9C

3 −2 −2 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
−2 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
−2 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 0
−1 0 0 3 1 1 1 −1 0
−1 0 0 1 3 1 1 −1 0
−1 0 0 1 1 3 1 −1 0
−1 0 0 1 1 1 3 0 0
−1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 0 3 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 3

2282 A21 60
Table 4: The lattices Ξ (cont’d).
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Ξ Gram Matrix Divisors ∆2 n3
9D

3 −2 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
−1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1
−1 0 0 0 3 0 1 1 −1
−1 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 0
−1 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 −1
−1 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 0
−1 1 0 1 −1 0 −1 0 3

3192 A1 54
9E

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1
−1 −1 3 1 1 1 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 3 1 1 1 −1 0
−1 −1 1 1 3 1 1 −1 0
−1 −1 1 1 1 3 1 −1 0
−1 −1 1 1 1 1 3 0 0
−1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 3 1
−1 1 −1 0 0 0 0 1 3

2282 - 64
9F

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1
−1 −1 3 1 1 1 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 3 1 1 1 −1 0
−1 −1 1 1 3 1 1 −1 0
−1 −1 1 1 1 3 1 0 −1
−1 −1 1 1 1 1 3 0 −1
−1 1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 3 1
−1 1 −1 0 0 −1 −1 1 3

44 - 56
9G

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 0
−1 −1 3 1 1 1 −1 −1 0
−1 −1 1 3 1 1 −1 0 −1
−1 −1 1 1 3 1 −1 0 −1
−1 −1 1 1 1 3 0 −1 −1
−1 1 −1 −1 −1 0 3 1 1
−1 1 −1 0 0 −1 1 3 1
0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 1 1 3

42161 - 56
9H

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 1
−1 −1 3 1 1 1 −1 −1 1
−1 −1 1 3 1 1 −1 0 0
−1 −1 1 1 3 1 −1 0 0
−1 −1 1 1 1 3 0 0 0
−1 1 −1 −1 −1 0 3 1 0
−1 1 −1 0 0 0 1 3 0
−1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3

214182 - 44
9I

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 0
−1 −1 3 1 1 1 −1 −1 0
−1 −1 1 3 1 1 −1 0 −1
−1 −1 1 1 3 1 −1 0 −1
−1 −1 1 1 1 3 0 0 0
−1 1 −1 −1 −1 0 3 1 1
−1 1 −1 0 0 0 1 3 0
0 0 0 −1 −1 0 1 0 3

83 - 44
Table 4: The lattices Ξ (cont’d).
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Ξ Gram Matrix Divisors ∆2 n3
9J

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 1
−1 −1 3 1 1 1 −1 −1 0
−1 −1 1 3 1 1 −1 0 −1
−1 −1 1 1 3 1 0 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 1 1 3 0 0 0
−1 1 −1 −1 0 0 3 1 1
−1 1 −1 0 −1 0 1 3 1
−1 1 0 −1 −1 0 1 1 3

31122 - 44
9K

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0
−1 −1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1
−1 −1 1 3 1 0 0 1 0
−1 −1 1 1 3 0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 3 −1 −1 −1
−1 0 0 0 1 −1 3 1 1
−1 0 0 1 0 −1 1 3 1
−1 0 1 0 0 −1 1 1 3

3391 - 56
9L

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 0
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 1 1 0 0
−1 −1 3 1 1 −1 −1 0 0
−1 −1 1 3 1 −1 0 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 1 3 0 −1 −1 1
−1 1 −1 −1 0 3 1 0 0
−1 1 −1 0 −1 1 3 0 0
0 0 0 −1 −1 0 0 3 0
0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 3

202 - 44
9M

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 0
−1 3 −1 −1 −1 1 1 0 0
−1 −1 3 1 1 −1 1 0 0
−1 −1 1 3 1 0 0 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 1 3 0 0 −1 1
−1 1 −1 0 0 3 0 0 0
−1 1 1 0 0 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 −1 −1 0 0 3 0
0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 3

4282 - 32
9N

3 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 3 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
−1 −1 3 1 0 0 0 1 1
−1 −1 1 3 0 0 1 0 1
−1 0 0 0 3 0 −1 −1 1
−1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1
−1 0 0 1 −1 0 3 1 −1
−1 0 1 0 −1 0 1 3 0
−1 0 1 1 1 1 −1 0 3

73 - 44
Table 4: The lattices Ξ (cont’d).
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Genus Lattice (Γ14)R
Component |GL| Bound Divisors Ξ ∆⊥2
G1
3.1 · 1017 3762 19 -
1.3 · 109 2441121 1181A A21
4.2 · 1014 3164 1181D -
3.4 · 1012 31182 91D A1
1.0 · 1014 2161122 91J -
2.9 · 1011 3261181 91K -
G2
5.8 · 1017 62122 1271B -
3.8 · 1017 26122 113151 -
2.1 · 1015 42122 1181B -
1.8 · 1015 2246 33 -
1.2 · 1012 2444 3161A -
2.1 · 1011 2482 91C A21
5.2 · 109 2482 91E -
4.4 · 109 2244 91F -
4.2 · 1011 43161 91G -
3.6 · 1014 22202 91L -
1.7 · 1015 224282 91M -
G3 4.1 · 1013 71142 91N -
G4
6.1 · 1018 2141242 1181C -
8.4 · 1017 214382 3161B -
1.9 · 107 244181 9
1
A A
2
1
91B A
2
1
5.1 · 1013 234182 91H -
3.0 · 1014 4183 91I -
G5
1.2 · 1018 2165 1451 -
8.2 · 1021 2241123 1332 -
6.0 · 1017 2361122 1361A -
G6 6.5 · 1022 151302 1361C -
G7 2.6 · 1020 21101202 3161C -
G8 5.2 · 1022 21121242 1361B -
G9
2.7 · 1023 3262122 1631 -
5.6 · 1011 2662 1271A -
Table 5: The bottom nodes of G , i.e. the lattices (Γ14)R generated from the 32 elementary
lattices Ξ. Here, ∆⊥2 denotes the root system of norm 2 vectors orthogonal to D
st
5 . Also,
some information on the corresponding genera GL is provided.
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Genus Lattice (Γ14)R
Component |GL| Divisors ∆⊥2 Γst
G1 31 31
E6 E
st
8
- Dst13
G2 68 22
D6 E
st
8
A21 D
st
12
- Dst14
G3 153 71 A6 Est8
G4 326 2141
A1D5 E
st
8
A1A3 D
st
10
A1 D
st
13
G5 382 2161
A2D4 E
st
8
A31 D
st
10
A2 D
st
12
G6 1163 151 A2A4 Est8
G7 4043 21101
A21A4 E
st
8
A4 D
st
10
G8 9346 21121
A1A2A3 E
st
8
A1A2 D
st
11
G9 19832 62
A21A
2
2 E
st
8
A21 D
st
10
A22 D
st
10
- Dst12
Table 6: The top nodes in G . The corresponding left-mover genera GL were enumerated
completely. Here, Γst denotes the spacetime sublattice, and ∆⊥2 is the root system of norm
2 vectors orthogonal to Γst.
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Genus Lattice (Γ14)R
Component Divisors |GL| ∆⊥2 (Γ6)R/ZN Orbifolds
G1
33 2030 A42 E6/Z3
3162 > 1.5 · 103 A41 E6/ZI6, E6/ZII6
35 > 6.9 · 103 A2 A32/Z3
3391 > 2.7 · 105 -
31122 > 1.5 · 109 - E6/ZI12, A1A5/ZII6
37 > 4.1 · 108 -
G2
26 − A3
2242 > 3 A41
2242 > 6 A61 D6/Z4
2442 > 1.3 · 105 A21 A21D4/Z4
2442 > 1.3 · 104 -
2282 > 4.8 · 106 A1 A23/Z4, D6/ZI8
2282 > 8.0 · 105 -
44 > 8.0 · 105 -
2244 > 1.7 · 109 -
G3 73 > 4.0 · 107 - A6/Z7
G4
224181 > 4.4 · 103 A21
214182 > 2.3 · 109 - A1D5/ZII8
G5 2163 > 5.2 · 107 - A2D4/ZII6
Table 7: Right-mover lattices (Γ14)R with N = 1. Here, ∆⊥2 denotes the root system of
norm 2 vectors orthogonal to Est6 . Also, some information on the corresponding genera GL
is provided. Where applicable, the corresponding ZN twist-orbifolds are shown.
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